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Life is a lot better with Ice Cream
Ice Cream solves almost every problem. When you wander the streets of
Bratislava, stop at one of these Ice Cream Shops - it will for sure make you feel
happier and cooler.
Jun 6, 2018
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Summertime is here! When you are visiting Bratislava and spending your day at a conference, a
convention or any other business event, you will definitely need a good ice cream to end your day
with a smile on your face. Here are some tips, where you can find the best Ice cream in
Bratislava.
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ARTHUR ICE CREAM
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Take a stop on Laurinska street and have a colourfull scoop of Ice Cream, that will comfort and
energize you after a long summer day. Arthur Ice cream is made of natural ingredients (without
eggs). You can also choose a sorbet or a vegan ice cream. On top of that, those having a sweet
tooth can enjoy mini pancakes made of dinkel wheat with a frosting of own choice.
CAFE CAFE CREMERIA MILANO
An Italian cafe, cake house and ice cream house situated on the Danube riverbank in one of the
largest shopping centres of Bratislava will pamper your sweet tooth the Italian way. Take a stop to
relax with high-quality Bristot Tiziano coffee in a pleasant atmosphere at the heart of Eurovea.
Treat your self with fresh juices, refreshing beverages, fine wine selection. Relax on the terrace
full of flowers and enjoy a beautiful view of the Danube river.
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LUCULUS
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Located in the historical centre of Bratislava, on Hviezdoslavovo Square, the patisserie provides a
friendly atmosphere and is known far and wide for its excellent ice cream, good coffee and a wide
selection of delicious desserts. their confectioner Nadži is also a proud owner of a Slovak record –
150 scoops of ice-cream on one cone. In summer you can enjoy the spacious terrace where is
also possible to organise company parties and other events.
MONDIEU
Mondieu serves daily fresh ice cream in many flavours, even the not so typical ones like peanut
butter, brownie, and lavender. You can also get a pure vegan scoop. Refresh your self with a
selection of healthy smoothies, salads or baguettes filled with tasty ingredients. Come and enjoy a
unique experience – make your own refreshing popsicle! Choose ingredients and enjoy it with a
cup of delicious coffee.
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I NONNI CREMERIA
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On Laurinska street you can find a Gelateria I Nonni Cremeria with its own production with own
production of ice cream and desserts from fresh ingredients according to traditional Italian
recipes. A cozy and sweet place will treat you with home made ice creams, crepes, ice cream
cakes, specialities and cakes ala I NONNI.
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